Radio frequency identification (RFID) is rapidly growing into an important technology for object identification and tracking applications. This gives rise to the most challenging RFID network planning (RNP) problem in the large-scale RFID deployment environment. RNP has been proven to be an NP-hard problem that involves many objectives and constraints. The application of evolutionary and swarm intelligence algorithms for solving multi-objective RNP (MORNP) has gained significant attention in the literature, while these proposed methods always transform multi-objective RNP into single-objective problem by the weighted coefficient approach. In this work, we propose a cooperative multi-objective artificial colony algorithm called CMOABC to find all the Pareto optimal solutions and to achieve the optimal planning solutions by simultaneously optimizing four conflicting objectives in MORNP. The experiment presents an exhaustive comparison of the proposed CMOABC and two successful multiobjective techniques, namely the recently developed multi-objective artificial bee colony algorithm (MOABC) and nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II), on instances of different nature, namely the two-objective and three-objective MORNP in the large-scale RFID scenario. Simulation results show that CMOABC proves to be superior for planning RFID networks compared to NSGA-II and MOABC in terms of optimization accuracy and computation robustness.
Introduction
Academic research into radio frequency identification (RFID) has increased significantly over the last ten years, to the point that RFID is used to build up an "internet of things" -a network connects physical things to the Internet that makes it possible to access remote sensor data and to control the physical world from a distance. RFID technology as a new inventory tracking technology has great promise for diversified use in many industries with numerous practical applications. Much great potential have been realized and many are being explored. RFID is a non-contact, non-destructive technology using Radio Frequency to transfer data between an RFID reader and the tag. The tag contains stored information which can be read from several meters using a reader. Unlike a barcode reader, it does not require line of sight between the tag and the reader.
In many real-world RIFD applications, such as production, logistics, supply chain management and asset tracking, a sufficient number of readers are deployed in order to provide complete coverage of all the tags in the given area (Wen et al., 2011; Süleyman et al., 2012; Quan et al., 2011; Guan et al., 2006) . This gives rise to some challenging issues in the deployment of an RFID network, such as optimal tag coverage, quality of service (QoS), and cost efficiency. Therefore, our previous pioneering work pointed out that the RFID network planning (RNP) problem in an RFID system is a key issue that has to meet many requirements of the RFID system in order to operate the large-scale network of RFID readers in an optimal fashion (Chen et al., 2011) . In general, we defined that the RNP aims to optimize a set of objectives (coverage, load balance, economic efficiency, interference between readers, etc.) simultaneously by adjusting the control variables (the coordinates of readers, the number of readers, the antenna parameters, etc.) of the system.
Obviously, optimization of RNP is essentially a typical multiobjective problem (MOP), which is a high-dimensional NP-hard problem with a large number of variables and uncertain parameters (Coello Coello et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2011) . However, the methods used in the previous studies to solve the multi-objective RNP (MORNP) are always weighted coefficient approaches used to transform multiple objectives into a single objective (Guan et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2011; Seok et al., 2010; Gong et al., 2012; Karaboga and Akay, 2009 ). Most of them are based on evolutionary algorithms (EAs) and swarm intelligence (SI) optimization techniques, such as genetic algorithms (GA) (Guan et al., 2006;  Contents lists available at ScienceDirect journal homepage: www.elsevier.com/locate/jnca Yang et al., 2009) , evolutionary strategy (ES) (Bhattacharya and Roy, 2010) , differential evolution (DE) (Seok et al., 2010) , and particle swarm optimization (PSO) (Chen et al., 2011; Bhattacharya and Roy, 2010; Gong et al., 2012) . Notice that these works considered only one object in RFID network planning or a single objective function linearly composed of several planning objectives, and none of them can generate the tradeoffs between objectives. That is, what can be acquired using a combination of coefficients is a single optimal solution instead of all the optimal solutions, namely Pareto optimal solutions. Additionally, it is hard for users to determine these coefficients for optimization in RFID network. Therefore, transformation of multi-objective functions into a single objective function is not the best choice for optimizing the real-world MORNP problem. On the other hand, for conflicting objectives, these methods cannot generate the tradeoffs between them without an effective multi-objective optimizer.
Artificial bee colony algorithm (ABC) is a relatively new SI optimization technique which simulates the intelligent foraging behavior of a honey bee swarm (Karaboga and Akay, 2009) . Compared with GA, PSO and other similar EA and SI techniques, ABC has some attractive characteristics and in many cases proved to be more effective. ABC has been used extensively for a variety of optimization problems and in most of these cases ABC has proven to have superior computational efficiency (Kang et al., 2013a (Kang et al., , 2013b (Kang et al., , 2011 . Further, ABC does not use any gradient-based information. It incorporates a flexible and well-balanced mechanism to adapt to the global and local exploration and exploitation abilities within a short computation time (Karaboga and Akay, 2009 ). Since ABC is efficient in handling large and complex search spaces, this method can accommodate a considerable potential for solving more complex MO problems.
Among the existing multi-objective optimizers, several existing multi-objective ABC (MOABC) algorithms can be found in Omkar et al. (2011) and Hedayatzadeh et al. (2010) . However, compared to the huge in-depth studies of other EA and SI algorithms, such as non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGAII) (Deb et al., 2002) , strength Pareto evolutionary algorithm (SPEA2) (Zitzler et al., 2002) , and multi-objective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO) (Coello Coello et al., 2004) , on MO problems, improving the diversity of swarm or overcoming the local convergence of MOABC still remains challenging for researchers in MO optimization.
The purpose of this paper is to develop a multi-hive cooperative MOABC algorithm for solving the MORNP problem. The proposed CMOABC extends the single population ABC to multi-hive cooperative coevolutionary model by combing multi-objective handling strategies and the divide-and-conquer decomposing strategy. In CMOABC, the external archive, greedy selection, and crowding distance strategies are employed to evaluate the fitness of the food source positions and select non-dominated solutions. At the same time, according to the divide-and-conquer strategy, the solution space is grouped into some subparts, each assigned to the corresponding subpopulation optimizing a group of variables of the space. The total solution is the concatenation of the best subsolutions provided by theses subpopulation instances. Therefore, the proposed CMOABC model is inherently different from the other MOABC algorithms as follows: (1) it can improve the population diversity; (2) it can fasten the convergence speed; and (3) it is easy to cooperate in hybrid with another search technique/strategy. This paper substantially extends the previous work on RFID network planning based on EAs and SIs, and can be distinguished from it from three aspects as follows:
(1) An MORNP optimization approach is conducted in this work.
In the MORNP approach, four objectives, namely tag coverage, load balance, economic efficiency and interference, are considered simultaneously in the optimization process. A fuzzy decision-making process for selection of the final solution from the available optimal points on Pareto frontier is also presented here. (2) Due to conflicts between different goals of the existing MORNP model, an efficient solution method should be used to search in the feasible solution space with the hope of finding the ideal RFID network layout while extracting a set of Pareto optimal solutions. Hence, this paper provides recommendations and guidance for the utilization of multi-objective EA and SI optimization techniques, namely the proposed CMOABC, a recently developed MOABC, and the nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II). The success of multi-objective EA and SI is due to their ability of finding a set of representative Pareto optimal solutions in a single run. (3) By applying multi-objective approaches for solving the MORNP problem, a new framework was established, which could handle different objectives and would enable the planner to find the optimal RFID network plan based on multiobjective EA and SI. Specifically, we formulated MORNP as two types of multi-objective problems, namely two-and threeobjective problems, whereas each two-or three-objective functions in RFID system are optimized simultaneously.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the optimal multi-objective RFID network planning model is formulated. Section 3 first gives a review of the original ABC algorithm, and then proposes the CMOABC. In Section 4, it will be shown that CMOABC outperforms the NSGA-II and MOABC on six widely used MO benchmark functions. In Section 5, the implementation of the CMOABC on MORNP is presented. Simulation results on several MORNP cases based on SI and EA algorithms are given in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 outlines the conclusions.
Multi-objective RFID network planning problem formulation

Optimal multi-objective RFID network planning model
In this section, a mathematical multi-objective optimization model for the MORNP based on RFID middleware is proposed. The model is constructed from several different aspects. The deployment region of hotspots is supposed as a two-dimension square domain. The tags here are passive and based on the Class-1 Generation 2 UHF standard specification. It means that they can only be powered by RF energy from readers. The proposed multi-objective model aims to improve the QoS of RFID networks by simultaneously optimizing the objects including coverage, interference, load balance and aggregate efficiency via regulating the parameters of RFID networks, including the number, location, and radiated power of readers. Generally the problem is formulated as follows.
Optimal tag coverage (f c ): The first objective function represents the level of coverage, which is the most important in an RFID system. In this paper, if the radio signal received at a tag is higher than the threshold δ¼ À10 dBm, the communication between reader and tag can be established. Then the function is formulated as the sum of the difference between the desired power level δ and the actual received power P j i of each tag i in the interrogation region of reader j:
where TS and RS are the tag and reader set deployed in the working area, respectively, and RS i represents the set of readers which has the tag i in its interrogation region. This object function ensures that the received power P j i at the tag i from the reader j in RS i , which is mainly determined by the relative distance and radiated power of the reader j, is higher than the threshold δ, which guarantees that the tag is activated. That is, by regulating the locations and radiated power of the readers, the optimization algorithm should locate the RFID readers close to the regions where the desired coverage level is higher, while the areas requiring lower coverage are taken into account by the proper radiate power increases of the readers.
Reader interference (f i ): Reader collision mainly occurs in a dense reader environment, where several readers try to interrogate tags at the same time in the same area. This results in an unacceptable level of misreads. The main feature of our approach is that the interference is not solved by traditional ways, such as frequency assignment (Engels and Sarma, 2002) and reader scheduling (Chen et al., 2011) , but in a more precautionary way. This objective function is formulated as follows:
where TS k is the tag set in the interrogation region of reader k. For each tag i, this objective considers all the readers except the best one as interfering sources. That is, by changing reader positions and powers according to this functional, the algorithm tries to locate the readers far from each other to reduce the interference.
Economic Efficiency (f e ): This aspect could be approached from various points of view. For example, due to the stochastic noise, multi-path effect, and attenuation in the propagation channel, readers should be located close to the center of tags in the hotspots. From this perspective, this objective can be reached by weighing the distances of each center of tag clusters from its best served reader. Here we employ the K-means clustering algorithm to find the tag cluster. It can be defined as follows:
where dist() is the distance between the kth reader and the kth tag center, θ k and R k are the positions of the kth cluster center and its best served reader, respectively. In this way the algorithm tries to reduce the distance from the readers to the elements with high tag densities. Load Balance (f b ): A network with a homogeneous distribution of reader cost can give a better performance than an unbalanced configuration (Filippo et al., 2011) . Thus, in large-scale RFID systems, the set of tags to be monitored needs to be properly balanced among all readers. This objective function is formulated as
where C k is the assigned tags number to reader k and C max k is the maximum number of tags which can be read by the reader k in unit time. It should be noticed that the C max k takes different values according to the different types of readers used in the network. This object aims to minimize the variance of load conditions by changing the locations and radiated power of readers.
Objective constraint: For optimizing each of the above four objective functions, the algorithm should guarantee 1-coverage. That is, at least 1 reader is accessible to each tag in the working region and the radio signal received at this tag is higher than the threshold δ, which guarantees that this tag is activated. This constraint can be formally expressed by the following formula: 
Best compromise solution based on fuzzy decision
Upon having the Pareto-optimal set of non-dominated solution, the proposed approach presents one solution to the decision maker in an RFID system as the best compromise solution. In this work, a fuzzy-based mechanism is employed to extract the best compromise solution over the trade-off curve and assist the decision maker to adjust the generation levels efficiently (Hancke, 2011) . Due to the imprecise nature of the decision maker's judgment, each objective function of the i-th solution is represented by a membership function μ i defined as follows: For each non-dominated solution, the normalized membership function μ k is calculated as
where M is the number of non-dominated solutions, and N obj is the number of object. The best compromise solution is the one having the maximum of μ k .
3. Cooperative multi-objective artificial bee colony algorithm
Original ABC algorithm
The ABC algorithm is a relatively new SI algorithm by simulating the foraging behaviors of honey bee swarm, initially proposed by Karaboga and further developed by Basturk and Akay et al. (Kang et al., 2013a (Kang et al., , 2013b Khorsandia et al., 2013) . In ABC, the colony of artificial bees contains three groups of individuals, namely the employed, onlookers and scouts bees. Employed bees exploit the specific food sources and give the quality information to the onlooker bees. Onlooker bees receive information about the food sources and choose a food source to exploit depending on the quality information. The employed bee whose food source has been abandoned becomes a scout and starts to search for finding a new food source. The fundamental mathematic representations are listed as follows.
In the initialization phase, the algorithm generates a group of food sources corresponding to the solutions in the search space. The food sources are produced randomly within the range of the boundaries of the variables.
where i¼1, 2,…, SN, j ¼1, 2,…, D. SN is the number of food sources and equals to half of the colony size. D is the dimension of the problem, representing the number of parameters to be optimized. are the lower and upper bounds of the jth parameter, respectively. Additionally, counters that store the numbers of trials of each bee are set to 0 in this phase.
In the employed bees' phase, each employed bee is sent to the food source in its memory and finds a neighboring food source. The neighboring food source is produced according to Eq. (9) as follows:
where k is a randomly selected food source different from neighbor i, j is a randomly selected dimension. ϕ is a random number uniformly distributed in range [À 1,1]. The new food source v is determined by changing one dimension on x. If the value in this dimension produced by this operation exceeds its predetermined boundaries, it will set to be the boundaries. The new food source is then evaluated. A greedy selection is applied on the original food source and the new one. The better one will be kept in the memory. The trials counter of this food will be reset to zero if the food source is improved, otherwise, its value will be incremented by one.
In the onlooker bees' phase, the onlookers receive the information of the food sources shared by employed bees. Then they will each choose a food source to exploit depending on a probability related to the nectar amount of the food source (fitness values of the solution). That is to say, there may be more than one onlooker bees choosing the same food source if the source has a higher fitness. The probability is calculated according to Eq. (10) as follows:
After food sources have been chosen, each onlooker bee finds a new food source in its neighborhood following Eq. (9), just like the employed bee does. A greedy selection is also applied on the new and original food sources.
In scout bees' phase, if a food source has not been improved for a predetermined cycle, which is a control parameter called "limit", the food source is abandoned and the bee becomes a scout bee. A new food source will be produced randomly in the search space using Eq. (8), as in the case of the initialization phase.
The employed, onlooker and scout bees' phase will recycle until the termination condition is met. The best food source which presents the best solution is then outputted. The pseudo-code of the original ABC algorithm is illustrated in Table 1 .
The CMOABC algorithm
The proposed CMOABC incorporates three changes based on ABC that allow its application in multi-objective optimization problems: (1) CMOABC uses the concept of Pareto dominance to determine the flight direction of a bee and it maintains nondominated solution vectors which have been found in an external archive (Zitzler et al., 2002; Knowles and Corne, 2000; Dhillon et al., 1993) ; (2) CMOABC applies the crowding distance concept to calculate the corresponding value for all the solutions of the conflicting Pareto front and chooses the sources of the best crowding distances; (3) CMOABC applies the divide-and-conquer strategy so that the complex high-dimensional solution vectors can be decomposed into smaller components. The detail of all the key steps for CMOABC is elaborated in the following sections.
External archive
In CMOABC, we use an external archive to keep a historical record of the non-dominated vectors found along the search process (Zitzler et al., 2002; Knowles and Corne, 2000) . In the initialization phase, the external archive (EA) will be initialized. After initializing the solutions and calculating the value of every solution, they are sorted based on nondomination. We compare each solution with every other solution in the population to find which one is the non-dominated solution, and then put all nondominated solutions into external archive EA. The external archive will be updated at each generation.
Crowding distance is used to estimate the density of solutions in the EA, as well as the crowded members are removed from EA (Deb et al., 2002) . In Fig. 1 , the crowding distance of the ith solution is the average side length of the cuboid (shown with a dashed box).
The crowding distance computation requires sorting the population in the EA according to each objective function value in ascending order of magnitude. Then for each objective function, the boundary solutions (solutions with smallest and largest function values) are assigned an infinite distance value. All other intermediate solutions are assigned a distance value equal to the absolute normalized difference in the function values of two adjacent solutions. This calculation is continued with other objective functions. The overall crowding distance value is calculated as the sum of individual distance values corresponding to each objective and each objective function is normalized before calculating the crowding distance.
Greedy selection mechanism
In CMOABC, each individual will find a new solution in each generation. If the new solution v i dominates the original individual x i , then the new solution is allowed to enter the EA. On the other hand, if the new solution v i is dominated by the original individual x i , then it is denied access to the EA. If the new solution and the original individual do not dominate each other, then we randomly choose one of them to enter the EA. That is, after producing new solutions in each generation, the greedy selection mechanism is applied to decide which solution enters EA according to Table 2 . Table 1 Pseudo-code of the original ABC algorithm.
Main steps of the ABC algorithm 1: Initialization.
Initialize the food sources and evaluate the nectar amount (fitness) of food sources;
Send the employed bees to the current food source; Iteration ¼0; 3: Do while (the termination conditions are not met) 4: / n Employed Bees' Phase n / for (each employed bee) find a new food source in its neighborhood following Eq. (9); Evaluate the fitness of the new food source, apply greedy selection; end for 5: Calculate the probability P for each food source; 6: / n Onlooker Bees' Phase n / for (each onlooker bee) Send onlooker bees to food sources depending on P; find a new food source in its neighborhood following Eq. 
Multiple population cooperative mechanism
Recent advances in EAs and SI show that the introduction of ecological models and cooperative architectures are effective methods to broaden the use of traditional EAs and SI algorithms (van den Bergh and Engelbrecht, 2004; Potter and de Jong, 2000; Li and Yao, 2012; Mohammed and Mohamed, 2005; Ghaffarian, 2006; Bergh and Engelbrecht, 2004) . In particular, multiple population cooperative techniques provide an effective means of handling large and complex problems via a divide-and-conquer strategy.
3.2.3.1. The vectors decomposing strategy based on divide-andconquer approach. As described in Section 3.1, we can see that the new food source is produced by a perturbation coming from a random single dimension in a randomly chosen bee. This causes that an individual may have discovered some good dimensions, while the other individuals that follow this bee are likely to choose worse vectors in D dimensions and abandon the good ones. On the other hand, when solving complex problems, single population based artificial bee algorithms suffer from the following drawback: as a population evolves, all individuals suffer premature convergence to the local optimum in the first generations. This leads to low population diversity and adaptation stagnation in successive generations. Hence, CMOABC adopts a cooperative coevolution scheme based divide-and-conquer approach to balance the exploration and exploitation capability in MO problem solving.
In CMOABC, the cooperatively searching process is shown in Fig. 2 . The purpose of this approach is to obtain a finer local search in single dimensions inspired by the divide-and-conquer approach. Notice that two aspects must be analyzed: (1) how to decompose the whole solution vector, and (2) how to calculate the fitness of each individual of each subpopulation. The detailed procedure is presented as follows:
Step 1. The simplest grouping method is permitting a D-dimensional vector to be split into K subcomponents, each corresponding to a subpopulation of S-dimensions with M individuals (where D ¼Kns). The j-th subpopulation is denoted as P j , j A ½1…K.
Step 2. Construct complete evolving solution Gbest, which is the concatenation of the best subcomponents' solutions P j as follows:
Gbest ¼ ðP 1 :g; P 2 :g; P j :g…P K :gÞ ð 11Þ P j .g represents the personal best solution of the j-th subpopulation.
Step 3. For each component P j , jA ½1…K, do the following:
(1) At employed bees' phase, for each individual X i , i A ½1…M, replace the i-th component of the Gbest by using the i-th component of individual X i . Calculate the new solution fitness:
, then Gbest is replaced by newGbest. (2) Update X i positions using Eq. (9). (3) At onlooker Bees' Phase, repeat Steps (1) and (2).
Step 4. Memorize the best solution achieved so far. Compare the best solution with Gbest and memorize the better one. As mentioned above, the key factor is how to calculate the fitness of P j . Since each individual i of P j only represents parts of the complete solution, the individuals cannot calculate their fitness value separately independent of other subpopulations. To solve this problem, the complete evolving solution Gbest is used to represent the D-dimensional solution. When P j needs to evaluate the fitness of an individual i provided by one of its individual, the Gbest is constructed by setting the jth variable (or jth variables group) using the value of the individual i while the other variables take on the best individual provided by their respective subpopulation.
Random grouping.
To increase the probability of two interacting variables allocated to the same subcomponent, without assuming any prior knowledge of the problem, inspired by the random grouping concept proposed by Li and Yao (2012) , we adopt the similar random grouping approach by dynamically changing group size in CMOABC. For example, for a problem of 100 dimensions, we can define that
When we randomly decompose the D-dimensional object vector into S-dimensional subcomponents at each iteration (i.e., we construct each of the K subcomponents by randomly selecting S-dimensions from the D-dimensional object vector, where D¼Kns), the probability of placing two interacting variables into the same subcomponent becomes higher over an increasing number of iterations. In summary, in order to facilitate the below presentation and test formulation, we define a unified parameter for the CMOABC model in Table 3 . According to the process description mentioned above, the pseudo-code and flowchart of CMOABC algorithm are summarized in Table 4 and Fig. 3 , respectively.
Benchmark test
Test function
To fully evaluate the performance of the CMOABC algorithm without a biased conclusion towards some chosen problems, we employed four 2-objective and two 3-objective benchmark functions (Wolpert and Macready, 1997) . The formulas of these functions are presented below.
1. ZDT1: This is a 30-variable (n ¼30) problem having a convex Pareto optimal set. The functions used are as follows:
where all variables lie in the range [0, 1]. The Pareto optimal region corresponds to 0 r x n 1 r 1 and x n 1 ¼ 0 for i¼ 2, 3,…, 30. 2. ZDT2: This is also an n ¼30 variable problem having a nonconvex Pareto optimal set: 3. ZDT3: This is an n ¼30 variable problem having a number of disconnected Pareto optimal fronts:
where all variables lie in the range [0, 1]. The Pareto optimal region corresponds to x n 1 ¼ 0 for i ¼ 2; 3; …; 30, and hence not all points satisfying 0 rx n 1 r 1 lie on the Pareto optimal front. 4. ZDT6: This is a 10-variable problem having a non-convex Pareto optimal set. Moreover, the density of solutions across the Pareto optimal region is non-uniform and the density towards the Pareto optimal front is also thin:
where all variables lie in the range [0, 1]. The Pareto optimal region corresponds to 0 r x n 1 r1 and x n 1 ¼ 0 for i ¼ 2; 3; …; 10. 5. DTLZ2: This test problem has a spherical Pareto-optimal front: The i-th subpopulation O The objective optimization goals Table 4 Pseudo-code for the CMOABC algorithm.
Main steps of the CMOABC algorithm 1: Iteration ¼0 2: Create and initialize K subpopulations, each with s dimensions, where the i-th subpopulation is denoted as P i , i¼ (1…K). 3: Set grouping number K using Eq. (5), where K is randomly chosen from a set G, D ¼K * s.
Create the external archive (EA). 4: Initialize the N-objective complete solution Gbest ¼ (P 1 .g j , P 2 .g j ,… P K .g j ), j¼ (1…N). P i .g j represents the j-th objective personal best solution of the i-th subpopulation. 5: for each subpopulation P i do 6:
Update subpopulation i according to original ABC approach using Eq. (2). 7, Calculate each solution fitness for each objective f (newgbest) using Eq. (4). 8:
Update complete solution: if f (newgbest) o f (Gbest), then Gbest is replaced by newGbest.
9:
Normalize objective fitness.
10:
Apply greedy selection mechanism to decide which solution enters EA using the method in Table 2 11:
The solutions in the EA are sorted based on non-domination. 12:
Keep the non-domination solutions of them staying in the EA.
13:
Calculate crowding distance of each solution. 14:
If the number of non-dominated solutions exceeds the allocated the size of EA. Use crowding distance to remove the crowded members. end for 15: Iteration ¼ iteration þ 1. 16: Until iteration ¼maximum iteration number 6. DTLZ6: This test problem has 2 M À 1 disconnected Paretooptimal regions in the search space.
where the functional g requires k ¼|x M | decision variables and the total number of variables is n ¼M þk À 1. It is suggested that k ¼20.
Performance measures
In order to facilitate the quantitative assessment of the performance of a multi-objective optimization algorithm, two performance metrics are taken into consideration: (1) convergence metricϒ ; (2) diversity metric Δ. For further information about the performance measures of multi-objective algorithms, see Rarick et al. (2009) 
Adjusting the dynamically changing group size K
The most important new control parameter of the CMOABC algorithm is the dynamically changing group size K (also called dimensions split factor), which increases the probability of two interacting variables allocated to the same subcomponent, without assuming any prior knowledge of the problem. To study the influence of K to the performance of the proposed algorithm, we choose different grouping strategies:
(1) KC {2, 5, 10, 30}, which randomly vary K value during a run.
(2) KC {3, 6, 15}, which randomly vary K value during a run. (3) K¼ 5, which fix K value during a run. (4) K¼ 10, which fix K value during a run. (5) K¼ 30, which fix K value during a run.
Then, the five variants of CMOABC with different K strategies are tested on 30-D two-objective benchmark ZDT1 and 30-D three-objective benchmark DTLZ2 for 30 sample runs, respectively.
From the results listed in Tables 5 and 6 , we can observe that different K strategies can influence the results and the two variants with dynamically changing K can consistently give better performance than the other variants with fixed K value.
The box plots for the results presented in Tables 5 and 6 are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. From both box plot representations, it is clearly visible and proved that the variants with dynamic K provide more robust results for all the test cases than that of the other three variants with static K. Moreover, in most real-world problems, we do not have any prior knowledge about the optimal value of K, so the random grouping scheme can be a suitable choice. In this work, we choose the KC{2, 5, 10, 30} as a default parameter setting for CMOABC.
Experimental setting
Experiments were conducted with CMOABC, MOABC, and the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II). The NSGA-II algorithm uses Simulated Binary Crossover (SBX) and Polynomial crossover (Rarick et al., 2009 ). For NSGA-II, we use a population size of 100. Crossover probability pc¼0.9 and mutation probability is pm¼ 1/n, where n is the number of decision variables.
For the MOABC, as described in Eberchart and Kennedy (1995) , a colony size of 50, archive size A¼100 was adopted. The CMOABC algorithm parameters were set as follows: the random grouping number G by dynamically changing group size is set {2, 5, 10, 30}, the number of subpopulation K belongs to G (K¼ {2, 5, 10, 30}), the objective function dimension D is set 30, the colony size and archive size of each subpopulation are M¼ 5 and A¼40, respectively. In the experiment, in order to compare the different algorithms with a fair 30 time measure, the number of function evaluations (FEs) is used for the termination criterion.
Two objective functions
The experimental results on two objective benchmarks, including the best, worst, average, median and standard deviation of the convergence metric and diversity metric values found in 10 runs, are proposed in Table 7 . Here all algorithms are terminated after 10,000 function evaluations. Figure 6 shows the optimal fronts obtained by three algorithms for two objectives problems. The continuous lines represent the Pareto optimal front, while star spots represent found non-dominated solutions.
On the ZDT1 function, when given 10,000 function evaluations for three algorithms, Table 7 shows that the performance of MOABC in convergence metric is one order of magnitude better than that of NSGA-II, but it is two orders of magnitude worse than CMOABC. For the diversity metric, it can be observed that MOABC outperforms CMOABC and NSGA-II in terms of diversity metric. Figure 6 (a) shows that CMOABC and MOABC can discover a welldistributed and diverse solution set for this problem. However, NSGA-II only finds a sparse distribution, and it cannot archive the true Pareto front for ZDT1.
On the ZDT2 function, the results of the performance measures show that CMOABC and MOABC have better convergence and diversity compared to NSGA-II. In Table 7 , it can be noticed that the performances of CMOABC and MOABC on both convergence metric and diversity metric are three orders of magnitude better than NSGA-II. We can see that CMOABC outperforms MOABC by one order of magnitude in terms of diversity metric. Figure 6 (b) shows that NSGA-II produces poor results. On ZDT3 and ZDT6 functions, we can observe that the algorithms achieve similar performance rank as on ZDT1 and ZDT2.
Three objective functions
Figures 7 and 8 show the true Pareto optimal front and the optimal front obtained by three algorithms for DTLZ2 and DTLZ6, respectively. We can observe from Table 8 that the performance of CMOABC is one order of magnitude better than that of MOABC and NSGA-II on both convergence and diversity metrics. From Figs. 7 and 8, it can be seen that the fronts obtained from CMOABC and MOABC are found to be uniformly distributed. However, the NSGA-II algorithm is not able to cover the full Pareto front.
Multi-objective RFID network planning based on CMOABC
In this section, the details of the proposed approach to solve the MORNP problem are described.
Solution representation of the MORNP problem
In this work, the task of RFID network planning is to deploy several RFID readers in the working area in order to achieve four goals described in Section 2.1. Figure 9 shows an example of a working area containing 100 RFID tags and 1 RFID reader, where the following three decision variables are chosen in this work:
X: the x-axis coordinate value of the RFID reader. Y: the y-axis coordinate value of the RFID reader. P: the read range (i.e. radiate power level) of the RFID reader.
These variables can be encoded into the solution's representation shown in Fig. 9 . We employ a representation that each solution is characterized by a D ¼3N r (N r is the total number of readers deployed in the network) dimensional real number vector. In the representation, 2N r dimensions indicate the coordinates of the readers in the 2-dimensional working area, and the other 1N r dimensions denote the interrogation range of each reader (which is determined by the radiate power). 
Implementation of the CMOABC algorithm for the MORNP problem
To apply the CMOABC algorithms to solve the MORNP problem, the following steps should be taken and repeated.
Step 1. Initialization
(1) RFID deployment parameters initialization The deployment parameters consist of reader control variables and RFID networks topology. The former include the adjustable radiated power range, the corresponding recognition scope -the distance up to which tag can be read by the reader, the interference range -the distance within which if two readers transmit simultaneously their signals would interfere and the number of reader to be used.
The networks topology includes the shape and dimension of the region; the number of RFID tags to be used; the tag distribution (i.e., the tag position) in the working area; and the tag power threshold -the minimum tag received power level under which the communication between reader and tag can be established.
(2) Encoding
Readers' variables consisting of the position and radiated power range should be encoded into the algorithm individual's representation as shown in Table 9 . The Produce the initial population K Â MðK Z2; M Z2Þ individuals based on state variables should be randomly generated as follows (randomly divide the whole population into K subpopulations, each of which possesses M bees, using random grouping approach):
where x ijk (i¼1, 2,…, M, j¼1, 2,…, S, k ¼1, 2,…, K) is the position of the jth state variable in the ith individual of the kth subpopulation, K, S, and M are the number of initialized subpopulations, control variables and individuals in each subpopulation, respectively. S is set by D/K, D is the complete objective function dimension. Notice that the group number K is dynamically changed by random grouping approach described as in Section 3. Notice that each individual is characterized and has a dimension D equal to 3N (N is the number of used RFID readers), in which 2N dimensionalities for the coordinates of reader positions, and 1N dimensionalities for radiated powers of each reader. (4
) Parameters initialization
Initialize the external archive size, and set 2-objective or 3-objective complete solution Gbest¼(P 1 .g j , P 2 .g j ,… P K .g j ), j¼ {1,2,3} for each subpopulation. Here P i .g j represents the j-th objective personal best solution of the j-th subpopulation.
Step 2. Optimization procedure (1). Fitness evaluation a. tag Fig. 10 . The test working area tags deployment: (a) cluster deploying with 100 tags (Cd100), (b) randomly deploying with 500 tags (Rd500).
Table 9
Representation of an individual solution i.
Reader 1 variables Reader 2 variables
Reader N r variables
Nr is the max number of RFID readers deployed in the working area.
Table 10
The example for cluster deploying with 100 tags (Cd100) and randomly deploying with 500 tags (Rd 500).
Reader specification Topology specification
Cd100
Reader Table 2 . d. Calculate the EA solution's crowding distance. If the number of non-dominated solutions exceeds the allocated size of EA, calculate the non-dominated solutions' crowding distance, sort them to remove the crowded members.
Step 3.Termination condition If the current iteration number obtains the preordained maximum iteration number, the algorithm is stopped, otherwise go to Step 2.
Simulation results
Experiment setup
The readers used here are mobile and the tags are passive. The proposed algorithm is evaluated against two different MORNP instances, namely Cd100 and Rd500 (shown in Fig. 10 ). The instance of Cd100 is tested on a 30 m Â 30 m working space with 100 clustered distributed tags. Another instance, namely Rd500, contains 500 randomly distributed tags in a 150 m Â 150 m working space. The related parameters in the tested RFID networks can be set as in Table 10 . Here the interrogation range according to the reader radiated power is computed as in Chen et al. (2011) . In the experiment, the parameters setting for CMOABC, MOABC and NSGA-II can be the same as in Section 4.4.
Results of MORNP optimization on Cd100
Two-objective cases
In this section, an RNP instance, called Cd100, in which 10 readers are deployed in the 30 m Â 30 m working space with 100 clustered distributed tags, is employed, which can be considered as a continuous optimization problem with 30 dimensions, shown in Fig. 10(a) . Initially, each objective function is considered individually in order to explore the extreme points of the trade-off curve and assess the best and worst result of the ith objective function while it is optimized as a single objective as shown in Table 11 .
In the two-objective optimization case, the RFID network planning is handled as a multi-objective optimization problem, where each two objective functions are optimized simultaneously. According to the tag coverage-reader interference, tag coverage-load balance, tag coverage-economic efficiency, reader interference-load balance, reader interference-economic efficiency, load balance-economic efficiency pairs, all obtained Pareto fronts by the CMOABC, NSGA-II, and MOABC algorithms are shown in Figs. 11-16 , respectively. It should be noticed that after acquiring the Pareto-optimal solutions, the decision maker needs to choose one best compromised solution according to the specific preference for different applications. Therefore, in this paper, the compromise solution is determined by Eqs. (6) and (7). Table 12 shows the best compromise solutions for each objective in the two-dimensional Pareto front.
From the results of Fig. 11 and Table 12 , the best compromise solution for the tag coverage-reader interference pair of CMOABC is 0.0965 and 0.4901, better than 0.1362-0.5611 and 0.1781-0.5452 pairs achieved by the other two algorithms. The tag coverage and reader interference in the best compromise solution are very close to their optimized values, which are optimized individually as shown in Table 11 . Figure 11 shows that CMOABC gets a set of well-distributed Pareto-optimal fronts, and gets better convergence than other algorithms, indicating that the proposed CMOABC has more probability of covering the entire trade-off front. Figures 12-16 show similar results. The above features are provided by applying the multi-population cooperation and vector decomposing strategy that increase the search ability of the CMOABC by coevolving the smaller and simpler subpopulations according to the dynamically vector space decomposing strategy and the non-dominated sorting approach. Unlike the singleobjective optimization, two goals are emphasized in a multiobjective optimization: (1) convergence to the Pareto-optimal set and (2) maintaining the diversity in Pareto-optimal solution (Niknam et al., 2012) . The approach of multi-populations optimizing in parallel integrated by the proposed method can meet the goals of the multi-objective optimization, which is suitable for multi-objective problems.
Three-objective cases
In this case, three competing objectives are optimized simultaneously by CMOABC and the other two algorithms. According to the three-objective combination set, namely tag coverage-reader interference-load balance, tag coverage-reader interference-economic efficiency, tag coverage-load balance-economic efficiency, reader interference-load balance-economic efficiency, all obtained Pareto fronts by the CMOABC, NSGA-II, and MOABC algorithms are shown in Figs. 17-20 , respectively. Table 13 shows the best compromise Pareto-optimal solutions for each objective in the three-dimensional Pareto front.
It is clear each MORNP objective cannot be further improved without degrading the other related optimized objectives. Figures  17-20 clearly show the relationships among all presented objective functions. Between the obtained Pareto-optimal solutions, it is necessary to choose one of them as a best compromise for implementation. Figure 21 (a)-(l) shows the reader locations and radiated power contours for the four three-objective MORNP instances, in which the best results obtained by CMOABC, MOABC and NSGA-II are compared in a visible way. A contour in the figures represents the points with the same radiated power (which equals to the value assigned to that contour).
It can be seen in Fig. 21 that the power peaks in the working area are the points where the readers are placed. Then, the signal strength decreases with respect to the distance to the readers. The figures clearly show that all the MO algorithms try to: (1) generate an optimal reader network layout with high tag coverage rate; (2) maintain sufficient distances between RFID readers to reduce interference; (3) provide a satisfactory economic efficiency by increasing the best-server areas; and (4) configure the network in a load balance scheme so that each reader in the network serves the optimal amount of tags according to its capacity. 
Table 12
The best compromise solutions for each two-objective pair from the Pareto front based on different multi-objective algorithms. Where X i and Y i represent the position of the ith RFID reader in the working area, and P i represents the radiate power of the ith RFID reader. It can once again be proved that the CMOABC algorithm gives better performance for four three-objective MORNP cases, while the other two algorithms sometimes have redundant readers and cannot provide full coverage.
Results of MORNP optimization on Rd500
Apparently, with the increasing number of deployed readers and tags in the working area, the complexity of solving the 
Table 13
The best compromise solutions for each three-objective combination from the Pareto front based on different multi-objective algorithms. Where X i and Y i represent the position of the ith RFID reader in the working area, and P i represents the radiate power of the ith RFID reader.
MORNP problem increases exponentially. Therefore, to further verify the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, the instance with larger scales, namely Rd500, is also employed. 50 readers are deployed in the 150 m Â 150 m working space with 500 tags that are randomly distributed, which can be considered as a continuous optimization problem with 150 dimensions, shown in Fig. 10(b) . Similar to Section 6.2, all objective functions are first optimized individually by CMOABC, MOABC, and NSGA-II, as shown in Table 14 .
As shown in Table 15 , the results demonstrate that the proposed approach using CMOABC obtains superior solutions to those of other algorithms on all the two-objective and threeobjective functions pairs, in which the best compromise solutions are very close to their optimized values, which are optimized individually as shown in Table 14 . As expected, by employing the decomposing strategy of CMOABC, the networks problem can be divided into several smaller ones to reduce the computational complexity. The reader locations and the distribution of their radiated power optimized by CMOABC for three-objective optimizations are shown in Fig. 22(a)-(d) , respectively. Figure 22 demonstrates that the proposed approach using CMOABC can ensure a reasonable deployment in the larger-scale MORNP case. All the results confirm that the MOEA and MOSI methods are impressive tools for solving the multi-objective RFID network planning problem where multiple Pareto-optimal solutions can be obtained in a single run.
Algorithm complexity analysis
Algorithm complexity analysis is presented briefly as follows. If we assume that the computation cost of one individual in the CMOABC is Cost_a, the total computation cost for one generation is K n M n Cost_a. However, because the heuristic algorithms used in this paper cannot ensure comprehensive convergence, it is very difficult to give a brief analysis in terms of time for all algorithms. Through directly evaluating the algorithmic time response on different objective functions, the average computing time in 30 sample runs of all algorithms is given in Fig. 23. From Fig. 23 , it is observed that the CMOABC takes the most computing time in all compared algorithms and the time increasing rate of it is the highest one. This can be explained by the fact that the multipopulation cooperative coevolution strategy integrated by CMOABC enhances the local search ability at the cost of increasing the computation amount. In summary, it can be concluded that compared with other algorithms, the CMOABC requires more computing time to achieve better results.
Table 15
The best compromise solutions for each two-objective and three-objective combination from the Pareto front based on different multi-objective algorithms for Rd 500 example. 
Conclusions
In this paper, aiming to solve the MORNP problem effectively, a novel CMOABC is proposed to extend the original ABC algorithm to multi-objective and cooperative mode by combining the Pareto dominance and the divide-and-conquer approach. In the experiments, we have compared CMOABC with two state-of-the-art evolutionary and swarm intelligence based multi-objective algorithms, namely MOABC and NSGA-II, to solve several MORNP tested cases.
This work differs from previous approaches to RFID network planning, because our new MORNP model focuses on use multiobjective algorithms to find all the Pareto optimal solutions and to achieve the optimal planning solutions by simultaneously optimizing four conflicting objectives, instead of transforming multiobjective functions into a single objective function. By applying multi-objective approaches for solving MORNP, a new framework was established which could handle different objectives and would enable the planner to find the optimal RFID network plan based on multi-objective EAs and SI.
To summarize, some of the contributions of this work are the formulation presented and applied CMOABC to solve the MORNP, and the comparison made among CMOABC, MOABC, and NSGA-II, where we analyze the behavior of each of them in two-and threeobjective and large-scale MORNP instances of different natures. As we have seen, the CMOABC algorithm gave the best results in most instances.
Evaluating new algorithms for this MORNP problem is a matter of future work. In particular, aiming to larger-scale MORNP environments, we plan to make more comparisons with other known multi-objective evolutionary and swarm-based algorithms that have received a lot of attention in the literature. Furthermore, we will also investigate the application of parallel or distributed techniques for solving the MORNP. 
